UNIVERSAL HELMET MOUNT
This Northern Diver universal helmet
mount fits many torches and dive lights
and boasts a variable turn and tilt
function. It's quick and simple to use,
allowing you to attach a torch to your
helmet so you can see and light the way
from your own point of view. Designed in
the UK, this helmet mount is lightweight
and extremely easy to use and attach.
Compatible with all Northern Diver
torches and a multitude of others, the
Universal Helmet Mount was designed to
illuminate your dives while keeping you
hands free. It can be easily affixed to the
helmet of your choice. A generous,
curved base clip for your torch
accompanies the durable base and two
cable ties to finalise the torch mounting.
Whether you're mountain biking,
climbing or hitting the slopes, use the
Universal Helmet Mount to attach a light
source securely to your safety helmet to
ensure you have maximum visibility, no
matter what extreme sport you take part
in. This helmet mount is fully adjustable
too, meaning you can tilt and rotate the
torch to a number of angles to light your
way or that of the diver behind you.
What's in the box?
Universal Helmet mount kit comprises the
mount, including nuts and bolts, 2x
cables ties and the easy-to-use integrated
mounting bracket.
FEATURES:
• Material: Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
(ABS) plastic, marine-grade 316
stainless steel
• Size: 90mm x 60mm x 12mm
• Product weight: 53g
• Fit to most helmets
• Compatible with multiple torches
• Easy to assemble
• Waterproof and perfect for underwater use
• Anti-slip design, stable mount, adjustable
angle
• Easy access to your mounted torch
• High quality manufacture
• Weight: 2kg each, 4kg per pair

DESCRIPTION

Mount almost any torch to the side of your helmet.
Northern Diver's Universal Helmet Mount works with 5 different ND dive lights, torches and flashlights;
including the Varilux Tec, Varilux Travel II, Varilux Micro, Fusion X4 and the Mini Quest.

Scorpion 2 helmet + Universal helmet mount
+ Fusion X4 dive torch

Scorpion 2 helmet + Universal helmet mount
+ Varilux travel dive torch

HELMETS
STOCK CODE

ND0001146

Please note: We always advise you select a helmet that meets the applicable safety standard when you use a helmet with
our Universal Helmet Mount. Always follow the helmet manufacturer's instructions on safe helmet use.
We have not tested the safety of this product. You decide what and how you attach extra elements to your safety
equipment, and need to consider the effects this might have to your safety.

